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From: Gary Richard Schooner 

10/15/68 

t. of Psychology (Graduate Student), 

Background: Bill Frock is a fellow graduate student in Psychology at the 
University of Minnesota. Be is a gun enthusiast who has von 

a nulberi of medals for trapshooting. Be is a graduate of the University 
of Miami and was formerly a melber of. J. =gar. Remover's old fraternity which 
boasts as its webers many right wingers and asserted psychopaths. MO and 
several ethers went on two missions f 	66. Be said that they went 
for both the adventure and the pgy 	was 	• They getup real 
training but were briefed In the use of their weapons which were stsns and 
aghast:seers. Uvula:dons consisted of quick jaunts into Havana harbor in 
fast, small boats, and lobbing a few mortar shells at the hotels. I said 
that they were aramd to the teeth and prepared for triable with masihine guns 
mounted on the boat, but that they never not any opposition. this may have 
been dm: to the fast that the missions were little mere than a jobs sines 
they were too far out to bit anything. 

In response to my request for any names bevemenhered Mill 
the fells:Ming:" 
1. glatistSlaughter Imams *sou is a fmerreamate of Pricks. 

1966 the U.S. Marshall asked ?rook whether 
or net Frock had resided at WitAlitthAt, Bo replied jokes." lbws:eked 
if he knew several names, noni-orBIZOMMamv and the only one of which 
he could remenber'ets- 	16' itey asked blailether be knew anything:about- 
the art business and h 	V Apparently his address was being used as 
a maildrop for an art fraud. Finally, the U.S. Marshall asked about whether 
he knew anything Abu**, an allegation that Scott possessed machine guns.-Preek 
said Ine,10  although Frock himself still had his Alpha 66 weapons. 	claimed 
that they had been allowed to keep then.) 

2. 'gnaw Friend of Scott who said that he was an =Amen:beret. Be has 
ftf° red hair and is from Panama. His home is currently in Syracuse 

or Rochester, sz. 

3.u1aimepridos. Jae, free the "Our Gang" singing groups Be threatened 
Johnson. In 

1965 the V.S. Swahili flow Frock down to Miami and paid all expenses for 
Frock to testify at his trial as a prosecution witness. 

Frock elained to know little of Alpha 66 or the people involved in it 
in Miami because he had so little contest with it. MO said that there was 
little secrecy about it around the U. of Miami. 

Al:cording to Freak, he had heard about the use eft Jane Key for the 
training of both Cabana:silos and at one time, for the training of Castro agents. 

Frock claimed that some time after the Bay of Pigs the CIA made a movie 
re.inactment of the battles near Perim, Florida, nd that some of the veterans 
of the Bay of Pigs plus employees of CIA fronts ;o0k part. Be said that the 
mockup battles were not to realistic but that the films might be useful 
for getting pictures of CIA employees. 



Mum 10/15/68 William Proek 

I Showed Bill Larry Howard's photos of the Ignoring instructores 
1. Se made a big deal about the feet that the guys had fhompeon machine 
guns. When he was with Alpha 66 all they getups* foreign isoprene like 
stone and Sehmelasers. is was sussed to see American, weapons such as 
Thompson which are so easy to identify. 
2. The only photo which looked familiarise that of Almon. Prof* said 
that hi didn't think that he had seen Wilson &specifically, but someone 
who looked very much like him but who had longer sideburns and longer, un-
kempt hair, which fell down over his forehead. Be did not know his from 
Alpha 66 but from one of the other places he had been to: 

a. American legion in Perin*, Florida 
b. Aber sue& as the Tiger Tail 
e. Student Union at the U. of Miami (this seemed the most likely) 
d. Blume Custom Automotive (S. Elsie Hey Albegles M--37th Ave.) 

On thinking it over. Pro& was under the impression that a g'- who looked 
like Wilson had spent some time hanging around the U. of Miami student union.. 

Alengtby list, of names of those Involved in the ease who 	have been 
to the llami area at ens turn was read to Mil and then given to him for crwednatien, 
but no names were recognised, although a fore the common atheneum naturally 
seemed somewhat familiar. 	 , 
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Conclusion, She reilabilitr of prook is unknown, despite the feet,thatLI have 
known him for some time and served en a few committees with-him 

as a graduate student. Se seems to be a liberal and claims to.have -extensive 
Melton right wing &Ova whichlte put together ihen-he-iss eith-the-peece-
movement. These he promised to. show me. Me had mentioned the Alpha 66 activities 
to people other than neon previous occasions, .although none of them were aware 
that Alpha 66 was a CIA front when he told them. She subject came up during a 
meeting in whom* when I was discussing right wing,  groups and CIA fronts with 
him and happened to mention Alpha 660, (She disoussion began when eve of my 
roommates added*, about getting letters from Billy Margie.) The introduction 
of this subject into the conversation was not in se, wey unusual. Proek's es. 
planation for uhy he wanton missions with Alpha 66 matches that of other collage 
students who I have spoken with. Bet I am not eonvineed that Prig* is reliable 
or that he is not still connected with the Compeer. 

Frock's statement that Wilson looked femiliar is interesting AVMS lose, 
ighe looks like Wilson, spent a geed deal aides. in Miami, and presumably, 
therefore, was at some time around the U. of Miami in Coral Gables. 

Prook's comments on the use of American weapons, if corroborated, could 
be important, sinee it would provide commentary on the arrogance and openness 
of CIA activities 'by 1963. This could give some indication of the seriousness 
of the clash between the intelligenee-nilitsu7 establishment and the executive 
branch of the government. 


